**Educators and Parents—**

In this interactive book of mazes, young readers can follow the path food takes to get to the market and the table, starting with the habitats and environments in which it is grown.

Each of Roxie Munro’s intricately drawn mazes features a different product, from vegetables and dairy to flowers and baked goods, and the additional fun challenge of spotting hidden objects within each maze.

To help your children improve their skills, print out and tape together the attached poster to complete the maze and head on an apple-picking adventure! Answers are provided on the last page.

*For more on books with activities that meet the CCSS, visit our Common Core site at www.holidayhouse.com/CCSS.*
Off to the Greenmarket!

“It’s apple-picking time!”
Drive the APPLE truck to the east orchard and collect the apples. Stop by the cider house. Next, get apples from the north and west orchards. Then head to town.

FIND: 5 deer, 1 fisherman, 1 squirrel, 1 picnic area, 13 ladders, 1 waterfall, 1 red-tailed hawk, 1 rowboat, 1 FISH truck

For more fun mazes, look for the book at your local library or bookstore!
How to Play

It’s market day! Using the instructions in the red apple, complete the maze to help the apple truck pick up its supply of apples from all three orchards and then set off for the Greenmarket. Along the way, see if you can spot all the listed items.
Off to the Greenmarket!

Answer Key

Pick up market goods on the blue path.
Get the trucks to town on the red path.
Things hidden on each spread are inside the orange rings.